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Rodney Crowell    Victim Or A Fool  written by Rodney Crowell

Albert Lee       guitar
Richard Bennett  guitar
Vince Gill       vocals
Emory Gordy      bass
Larrie Loudin    drums
Tony Brown       piano
Booker T Jones   organ
Larry Willoughby vocals

[tab]Fsus F     Fsus   F
Two  words you re gone[/tab]
[tab]Bb
You don t say nothing else[/tab]
[tab]    G7
And that s what s so wrong[/tab]
[tab]F      C7          F
Am I a victim or a fool[/tab]
[tab]Fsus F           Fsus F
Two  hearts beat so   close[/tab]
[tab]Bb                    G7
One said forever one just almost[/tab]
[tab]F      C7          F    F7
Am I a victim or a fool[/tab]
[tab]Bb
If it was something I did[/tab]

Why did you keep it all hid
[tab]                             F                F7
How could you rate me as the last in your line[/tab]
[tab]Bb
How could you stop on a dime[/tab]

You must have known all the time
[tab]                           C7
The trouble waiting at the end of your ride[/tab]



[tab]Fsus F      Fsus F
Two  words  so   strong[/tab]
[tab]Bb                   G7
All of a sudden baby you say so long[/tab]
[tab]F         C7          F
Am I your victim or a fool[/tab]

SOLO

[tab]Bb
If it was something I said[/tab]

You kept it all in your head
[tab]                              F               F7
You kept your feelings hidden safely from view[/tab]
[tab]Bb
And now you re not coming home[/tab]

And I must face time alone
[tab]                            C7
Your gone it s so wrong but all coming true[/tab]
[tab]Fsus F      Fsus  F
Two  words  so    strong[/tab]
[tab]Bb                   G7
All of a sudden baby you say so long[/tab]
[tab]F         C7          F
Am I your victim or a fool[/tab]
[tab]F         C7          F
Am I your victim or a fool[/tab]
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